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WHAT IS THE
BACHELOR?

American reality TV show
First debuted on March 25, 2002
Spin off shows including: The Bachelorette, Bachelor Pad, Bachelor in
Paradise (24 seasons of The Bachelor, 15 seasons of The Bachelorette, 6
seasons of Bachelor in Paradise, 3 seasons of Bachelor Pad)
Roughly 7.5 million viewers of The Bachelor
Hosted by Chris Harrison
Plot follows a single bachelor and about 25-30 women vying for his heart
The Bachelor eliminates after extravagant dates throughout the season,
with the expectation of proposing to the final woman
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Chris Harrison, Host



THESIS

The Bachelor franchise produces content that is
detrimental to young viewers as it inaccurately
portrays diversity in reality television, romantic
relationships, and “men’s men and men’s women.”
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DIVERSITY
(AGE )

Unequal representation in age of
contestants
Usually a large age gap
between the male lead and
female contestants
Season 22- Arie was 10 years
older than front-runner Bekah M.
Older contestants are usually
sent home earlier in the season

"Of the women Alex eliminated, 7 (70%) were in
the older age bracket between the ages of 27
and 31, and only 3 (30%) were in the younger
bracket, aged 22-26. In the first round, Alex
effectively eliminated the three oldest women (31,
and 30) and three out of four who were 29."
 
https://www.bc.edu/content/dam/files/schools/cas_sites/communication/pdf/thesis07.klewin.pdf



DIVERSITY
All 24 seasons of The Bachelor
have had a white lead
1st Bachelorette of color was
in 2017- Rachel Lindsay
“59% of black contestants
leave the show within the first
2 episodes”
“In 2016, no black contestant
had ever made it past week 5”

(RACE )

“The shows position race as a point of contention
among the casts and dramatize scenarios that
reinforce racial stereotypes and myths about people
of color as well as whites.”

http://content.ebscohost.com/ContentServer.asp?
EbscoContent=dGJyMNLe80SeprM4wtvhOLCmr1Gepq9Sr6u4Ta%2BWxWXS&ContentCustomer=dGJyMPGuskyurK5IuePfgeyx43zx1%2B6B&T=P&P=AN&S=R&D=ufh&K=34150456

https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/tv/la-et-st-unreal-bachelor-20160326-story.html



DIVERSITY
(APPEARANCE )

Many female contestants on
The Bachelorette follow
traditional beauty norms
within society
Blonde, size 2, 5’6", “models”

"Female characters remain more provocatively
dressed and more likely to have blonde or red
hair than male characters, and Elasmar found
blonde females to be more successful than
dark-haired females and twice as likely to hold
professional or entertainment occupations. 
Thus, blonde hair is associated with
attractiveness and success, demonstrating the
consistency of the television woman’s
appearance to reflect “traditional cultural
definitions of beauty and femininity.”

https://www.bc.edu/content/dam/files/schools/cas_sites/communication/pdf/thesis07.klewin.pdf



Becca and Arie's first date

(first 15 seconds, 0:35, 1:08, 2:20, 3:41)

RELATIONSHIP EXPECTATIONS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJ4fvl0-vds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJ4fvl0-vds


Most dates are extremely unrealistic and
extravagant

This can cause young viewers to have these
unrealistic expectations for their relationships.
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“Fantasy Suites” implications

There is the expectation to get engaged at the
end of the season, after only 10 weeks, and only a
few one-one-one dates



“One  producer  asser t s  that  the  shows  appeal  to  a  female ‐or iented
audience  and  the  females  want  to  see  the  romance . ”

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/1468077042000251256?scroll=top&needAccess=true
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https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/5b41/60b850ab7edf33dcccf3e7cc686e3dd61044.pdf

“Th i s  i s  most  obvious  with  regard  to  The  Bachelor ’ s  re l iance  on  a
common  female  s tereotype  –  that  of  the  woman  whose  u l t imate
goal  i s  to  meet  her  Pr ince  Charming  and  l i ve  happi ly  ever  after  –
and  th i s  modern  Cinderel la  s tory  gives  v iewers  a  fa l se  impress ion

of  the  dat ing  exper ience  and  fa l se  hope  to  meet  thei r  mate  in  a
simi lar  way . ”



Season 23 Bachelor Promo

MEN'S MEN AND MEN'S WOMEN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3c8meh4PWw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3c8meh4PWw


In the promotional videos and throughout the season,
Colton’s body is objectified
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https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/5b41/60b850ab7edf33dcccf3e7cc686e3dd61044.pdf

The female contestants are frequently shown swooning over
his body, while the men are shown working out and being
“manly”

Female contestants are portrayed as marriage obsessed and
willing to do anything to get the guy



MEN'S MEN AND
MEN'S WOMEN In The Bachelor, ‘catfights’

and displays of rivalry
between the women over the
bachelor were highlighted,
seeming to demonstrate
women’s natural affinity to
turn their backs on each other
when in pursuit of a man

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/5b41/60b850ab7edf33dcccf3e7cc686e3dd61044.pdf

"Viewers are more likely to believe the gender roles

they see are the norm and are representative of most
women and men since many of these dating shows
portray traditional gender stereotypes.”



CONCLUSION

“ In  a  rev iew  of  seven  past  s tudies ,
L ip insk i  &  Calvert  ( 1985 )  concluded  that
the  research  did  in  fact  demonst rate  a
l ink  between  te lev i s ion  v iewing  and  sex-
s tereotyped  att i tudes . ”

CALL TO ACTION: 

We need to be cautious when
allowing young girls to watch The
Bachelor during their formative
years because of the way it will
influence their sense of reality.  If
you choose to watch The
Bachelor, be media literate and
view it with a sense of irony, while
recognizing that it’s not realistic.

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/5b41/60b850ab7edf33dcccf3e7cc686e3dd61044.pdf
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